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2022 rule book! 
Perry Oval Dirt Track 

Rozar Park 
 

Alcohol/Drugs: 

   Absolutely no alcohol/illegal substances use will be allowed at any race.   Anyone suspected of being 

intoxicated will be asked to leave the race.   The use of tobacco or smoking is only authorized in 

accordance with Rozar Park rules.   The use of profanity directed at a marshal, fellow driver, or race 

official will result in disqualification.   Any fighting or physical abuse will immediately result in 

disqualification and banishment from future events.   Fighting will not be tolerated!   Any defacement or 

destruction of track or park property will result in disqualification and the driver will be asked to leave.   

Drivers are responsible for their guests.   Any violation of these policies by a guest will reflect on the 

driver. 

Turn-marshalling: 

   All drivers are required to turn-marshal the race immediately following their race.   The first race of the 

day will be marshaled by the drivers of the last class.    Failure or refusal to marshal will result in 

disqualification.   If a driver is incapable of marshalling, a suitable replacement must be provided.   When 

marshalling, all vehicles will be returned to the track at the point where they left the track.   A vehicle 

returning to the track must yield to those on the track.  No vehicle repairs may be made on the track in 

the marshal area.   If a vehicle becomes disabled, the marshal must take the vehicle to the nearest edge 

of the track where a pit crew may retrieve it or the driver may retrieve it after the race has completed.  

Should the vehicle be repaired by the pit crew, the driver may re-enter the race only from the starting 

line.   

Black-Flag: 

   During a race, a driver may be black-flagged.   If a driver is black-flagged, they must immediately 

navigate their vehicle off the track area and remain on the driver stand until the race is over.  Black flags 

may be given to a driver whose driving, vehicle operation, or performance constitutes a hazard to the 

other vehicles in the race or the marshals on track.  This includes insufficient skills to compete in the 

class, unsportsmanlike driving, and intentional hitting of other vehicles, intentional short coursing, 

intentional corner cutting, intentional blocking when being overtaken, and other such acts. 

Disqualification: 

  Any driver may be disqualified from the duration of the races for any act that violates the policies set 

forth in this instruction or any violation determined by the race manager.  

Battery Safety: 

   No remote control vehicles may be run outside of the track area including in the pit area. 

   All batteries must be charged/discharged/stored in such a manner that adequate fire protection is 

provided in the event of a fire.  Any battery that is damaged or showing signs of distress such as swelling 

will not be allowed on the track.   Any battery found to be over-charged beyond manufacturers 

specifications or those outlined in the rules for that class will be disqualified. 

   Drivers are responsible for the proper disposal of batteries that are no longer useable. No batteries 

should be discarded in ordinary trash containers, and may not be abandoned at race sites. 

Liability: 

   Rozar park nor the track officials are responsible for any accidents or injuries.   Anyone participating in 

or observing the races do so at their own risk. 
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2WD Short-course Late-model:  
  Chassis:  
   -any OEM short course truck chassis only.  
   -no aftermarket chassis  
   -no cutting/modifying of chassis  
  Electronics:  
   -blinky esc  
   -13.5t ROAR-approved or 12T Titan brushed  
   -2s LiPo max  
  Tires/wheels:  
   -2.2/3.0 rubber short-course tires only. (Hoosiers etc. allowed)  
  Body:  
   -1/8 scale late-model body.  
   -no sail panel body  
   -numbers (your choice) are required on top and both sides of the car 
  Suspension: 
   -adjustable rear arms NOT permitted 
  Gearing: 
 
4WD Short-course Late-model:  
  Chassis:  
   -any OEM short course truck chassis only.  
   -no aftermarket chassis  
   -no cutting/modifying of chassis  
  Electronics:  
   -open esc  
   -open motor  
   -2s LiPo max  
  Tires/wheels:  
   -2.2/3.0 rubber short course tires only. (Hoosiers etc. allowed)  
  Body: 
   -1/8 scale late-model body.  
   -no sail panel body  
   -numbers (your choice) are required on top and both sides of the car 
  Suspension: 
   -open 
  Gearing: 
   -open 
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Big-block Mud-boss:  
  Chassis:  
   -Traxxas 2WD Slash chassis (LCG/HCG) only  
   -original manufacturer (OEM) parts only  
   -no cutting of chassis  
  Electronics:  
   -Hobbywing locked timing 13.5T motor (part #30408009) completely in stock form.  
   -Traxxas Titan 12T motor allowed  
   -Hobbywing Justock ESC (part #30112000) or stock Traxxas esc only.  
   -Traxxas 2075 servo or Savox SC-0252MG digital servo may be used.  
   -2s LiPo 7.4v 5200mah 50c max!  
  Tires/wheels:  
   -Rubber only, no slick tires allowed. 
   -any wheel allowed. MUST BE TRAXXAS OFFSET.  
  Body:  
   -any Mud-boss body allowed  
   -no sail panel body.  
   -numbers (your choice) are required on top and both sides of the car 
  Suspension:  
   -Traxxas 2WD Slash plastic shocks only. 
   -stock plastic shocks caps  
   -stock hubs. No aluminum.  
   -white stock springs (may be cut max of 5rounds)  
   -may use internal limiters in shocks  
  Gearing: 
   -open 
 
Stock Mud-boss:  
  Chassis:  
   -Traxxas 2WD Slash chassis only (NO LCG chassis allowed) 
   -original manufacturer (OEM) parts only  
   -no cutting of chassis 
  Electronics:  
   -STOCK Traxxas 12T brushed ONLY (Traxxas part #3785) 
   -STOCK Traxxas remote/receiver (Traxxas TQ system) 
   -2s 5200mah 50c LiPo max!  
  Tires/wheels:  
   -STOCK tires and wheels   
  Body: 
   -any Mud-boss body. (Must have Mud boss body to run this class!)  
   -NO sail panel bodies allowed.  
   -numbers (your choice) are required on top and both sides of the car 
Suspension: 
   -STOCK Traxxas shocks/springs/caps  
   -ALL SUSPENSION must remain in stock location! No moving of parts (left to right, right to left, camber 
links etc.) 
Gearing:  
   - pinion choices 19T/23T, spur choices 86T/90T, Only stock plastic gears may be used. 
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Modified-wing Sprint Car:  
  Chassis: 
   -recommend a LCG chassis 
   -loose dirt cars only (purpose built or conversion) no high bite cars.  
   -gear box transmission only  
   -must use same length dog bone on both sides  
  Electronics:  
   -any esc from ROAR-approved list (refer to www.dirtoval.com) 
   -any ROAR-approved motor may be used  
   -any 2s hard case LiPo  
   -no additional battery allowed (for cooling fans, etc)  
   Tires/wheels:  
   -any Rubber tire allowed 
   -NO foam tires 
  Body: 
   -must resemble contemporary full-scale “World of Outlaws” race cars. 
   -numbers (your choice) are required on top and both sides of the car 
  Suspension: 
  Gearing: 
 
2WD Buggy Late-model:  
  Chassis:  
   -any OEM based off road 1/10 scale 2wd buggy  
   -no after-market chassis  
   -adjustable rear arms not permitted  
   -big bore shocks allowed  
  Electronics:  
   -17.5t roar approved motor  
   -blinky esc  
   -2s LiPo max  
  Tires/wheels:  
   -2.2 rubber buggy tires  
  Body:  
   -late-model body only 
   -2" max rear spoiler  
   -no sail panel bodies  
   -numbers (your choice) are required on top and both sides of the car 
  Suspension: 
  Gearing: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.dirtoval.com/
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Bomber/SR-10 Combined Class:  
  Chassis: 
   -Must be a 2wd 1/10 scale chassis 
   -stock shocks only, no modifications allowed 
  Electronics: 
   -stock motor or Hobbywing Justock 13.5T (part #30408009) only. 
   -SR10 stock ESC or Hobbywing Justock (part #30112000) only. 
   -2s LiPo max  
   -any radio system allowed  
  Tires/wheels: 
   -2.2 size tires/wheels 
  Body: 
   -any form of bomber/street stock body allowed 
   -numbers (your choice) are required on top and both sides of the car 
  Suspension: 
   -no ceramic bearings allowed, no high-end bearings  
   -stock differentials only! (May change fluid)  
  Gearing: 
   -stock gearing only (48P, 18T pinion/87T spur) 
 
Outlaw Vintage Modified: 
Chassis: 
   -4WD SCT LCG chassis (Traxxas Rally, 4WD LCG Slash, Losi Ten SCTE Kit) 
  -Chassis upgrades/aftermarket parts allowed (ex. Aluminum a-arms, carbon fiber shock towers, ect) 
  -bumpers are optional 
   -side-bars are optional, but if installed may not be wider than front tires when strait 
Electronics: 
    -2S LiPo ONLY 
   -Open ESC 
   -Open Motor    
   -Open transmitter/receiver 
Tires/Wheels: 
   -Street tread, no slicks, no knob tires/off-road tires (Hoosiers, Banditos, Robbers, ect) 
Body: 
   -numbers (your choice) are required on top and both sides of the car 
   -Must use vintage 1/8 scale coupe body up to 1941-year models (preferred McAllister #310, 316) 
Body must be modified to be open-wheeled, no fenders 
Suspension: 
Gearing: 
   -Open gearing 
 
Kids Class: 
Run what you bring. 
 
*Any questions on this class please contact Robert Taylor via Crossroad Speedway FB page*  
**These rules are subject to change or be modified at any time!! IF IT IS NOT LISTED, IT IS NOT LEGAL!!!! 


